Getting Started

- First start by waking up the Mercury unit by tapping the touch screen. The Mercury unit should wake on passive detection of infrared in the room but may take longer than physical touch.
- If PC is in sleep mode, an AirMedia screen will appear by default. Press spacebar on keyboard to wake the PC. Ensure Keyboard is on by switch (shown below)
- Once PC shows on display you can navigate by using provided keyboard or stylus on either side of the display.
- Zoom and Panapto are available on this PC and can be found in the Windows menu
- Go forward using each application as you would

Sharing Options

Zoom makes it very easy to share any content that you may want to present to your class. Start by pressing the “Share Screen” option.

You will be prompted with a screen that looks as followed. Select whiteboard to use the whiteboard function. The interactive display acts as your personal whiteboard by using the provided stylus’ on either side of the screen.

To share content via document camera, select the “Advanced” tab and click “Content from second camera”. This also applies if you have a laptop, just use the HDMI cable running into the document camera.

To use interactive display as whiteboard in a Panopto session, enable “Capture Main Screen”. Open the “Paint” application in Windows menu. This will create a writable surface for you that will be recorded during your Panopto session.

To record laptop content, use doc cam HDMI, select “Add Another Video Source” and select “Magewell”.

Feel free to call your associated IT staff member or KITCATS if features are not working as intended (410)-516-6699